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Jerry lives a quiet life in the suburbs with
his wife. Nothing too exciting happens till
one day when the next house over is finally
bought. Excited by the prospect of having
new neighbors, Jerry welcomes Mitch, the
large friendly man who moves in.When
Jerry learns that Mitch is into men, he finds
himself unable to keep from watching
Mitch through his window, confused at
how turned on he gets seeing his giant
neighbor playing with his boy toys. Jerry
finds himself wondering what it must feel
like to be used by a giant man like that.
After Mitch catches him watching, Jerry
might just find out...EXCERPT:Once the
pizza was in the oven and the bake timer
was set, the tone between the two men
changed immediately. Mitch started to take
a more aggressive tone with the young
man. The younger guy stopped speaking,
and assumed a very stiff stance and
lowered his eyes to the floor. Mitch walked
across the room. He stood directly in front
of the younger man and stared down at
him. He spoke and the young man looked
up at him and said something in response.
Mitch slapped the boy hard and the boy
dropped his eyes back down to the floor.
Mitch said something else and the boy
shook his head yes and lowered himself
down to his knees in the middle of the
floor. Mitch opened his pants revealing the
tighty-whites that he was wearing
underneath. He pulled the waistband down
and hooked it behind his massive balls. His
giant cock was rigid and the boy took it
into his mouth and started to suck on it
with a passion. Mitchs hands went to the
sides of the boys head and started to face
fuck him with a long and steady stroke.
Jerry started to feel his own organ growing
rigid in his pants and his hand
inadvertently moved down to lower the
zipper of his khakis. His hand moved
inside as he watched Mitch use the younger
mans mouth for his pleasure. His fingers
started to graze across the shaft of his cock
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which was throbbing beneath the fabric of
his blue and white stripped boxer shorts.
After several minutes of Mitch using the
mans mouth he pulled out of it and picked
the guy up by his underarm. He said
something and the younger man dropped
his pants and pushed his boxers down to
his ankles. Mitch grabbed him by the back
of his neck and pushed him over the edge
of the kitchen island. He grabbed a small
glass bottle from the counter, which looked
like it contained olive oil. He poured a
generous amount of the oil onto his
massive member and put it back down. He
lined up his tool with the frat boys asshole
and pushed it in with one hard fast stroke.
The boy let out a gasp as Mitchs big, paw
like hand gripped his shoulder. Mitch
started to fuck the boy deep and hard with
short, fast strokes. Jerry could see that with
every stroke of the contractors massive
cock the young mans face became more
and more a picture of extreme pleasure.
Jerrys hand gripped his cock harder
through the fabric of his undershorts as he
watched the action in his neighbors
kitchen. He kneaded and rubbed his rock
hard shaft while he watched the fuck scene
before him. He watched the big brute fuck
the younger man rough. The look on the
big mans face was one that was a mix of
pleasure and dominance. It was easy to tell
that he didnt care anything about what the
man who he was using was feeling, he was
only interested in the fact that he was using
him for his pleasure and nothing more. The
pace of the fucking built up faster and
faster. Soon he slammed his hips forward
and held position. It was obvious that he
was unloading his massive balls into the
younger mans rectum. WARNING: This
8000+ word erotic short story contains
more first time gay sex than you can
handle.
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